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Dear friends,

In my last newsletter dated Oct 5th, I had mentioned that many people will have some major changes in their lives. I had also mentioned about some plots by terrorists who could target south India this time.

Well, last week, the Indian media gave the news that a foil was made on major terrorist attacks by a group called Al Badr. The target was the cities of Bangalore and Mysore in South India. They had planned to blast bombs at the parliament house, Infosys, the biggest computer company and some other big structures.

Saturn moved TODAY into Leo. Jupiter already moved on October 28th. Within the next couple of weeks, many people will experience some major changes. I have already mentioned the details in the last newsletter.

There would be some military action during the next month or so. There could also be some major accidents, and natural calamities. I see some fighter aircrafts getting ready for action. India, Pakistan and nearby places could have some earthquake. Something under the earth is happening. There would be some unusual weather and some epidemic / or poisonous gas/fumes that may erupt. The planet Earth will tilt on its axis a bit, or else there may be a shift of the Earth’s gravitational force or magnetic force.

All this may happen between now and January 10th 2007.

Generally, during such planetary combinations, people are advised not to make any major investments, not to marry or have children, and not to travel long distance within this month. Apart from these, all should take care when driving. No surgeries or major medical procedures should be carried out unless there is an emergency.

But for some people, this will also flag off the beginning of a new era, a second innings of their career and life.

A time for patience, tolerance, peace and prayers.

Let’s pray that all goes well for you folks. May God bless mankind and help us transform this age from darkness into light. Ignorance to wisdom.
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